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Abstract
This work presents a summary of machine learning techniques that are effective in
predicting acid mine drainage (AMD). Machine learning can be divided into different
categories such as supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning. In this study,
a supervised learning method will be explored. In this technique, a model has input
variables and an output value, and uses an algorithm to learn the mapping function
from the input to the output. Predictive analysis is the key focus in this study. Therefore,
regression supervised learning techniques will be investigated, and this includes artificial
neural networks (ANN) and random forest.
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Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) includes using
computers to perform functions that nor
mally requires human intervention. This
implies developing calculations or algorithms
to characterise, analyse and make decisions
from data (Russell and Norvig 2002). Addi
tionally, it involves performing functions
on given data, learning from new data and
sometimes improves it over time. Unlike
many other programs that characterise every
conceivable situation and only operate within
those characterised situations, AI trains a
program for a particular task and allows it to
explore and improves on its own (Negnevitsky
2005). These systems operate on large data,
so they can learn from it, improve scenarios
and make better decisions. AI has multiple
branches, and this includes machine learning,
expert systems, speech, and robotics, to name
a few. This study will investigate machine
learning methodologies.
AI systems in mine water treatment plants
are designed for the purpose of predicting
future mine water quality. Therefore, recom
mended machine learning model type is the
supervised learning with focus on regression.
The main aim is on accuracy of the results;

therefore, algorithms that can be explored
include artificial neural networks (ANN) and
random forest.

Artificial Neural Networks
Neural networks are data-driven and work
with known input data without any assump
tions. They can conclude on meaning
ful
and workable data relationship that can be
utilised to give output data when only input
data are presented (e.g. Maier et al. 2004).
The “neural” part of their name implies that
they are brain-inspired systems designed to
perform what humans can do as elaborated
by Russell and Norvig (2002). ANNs are made
up of an input layer, where data are initially
presented to the model and computation is
performed, a hidden layer, where the data
are processed and an output layer, where the
results are produced (Fig. 1; Wolfgang 2011).
Each layer in the ANN structure consists
of at least one basic element which can be
referred to as a neuron, a non-linear algebraic
function. This technique is a mathematical
model that operates on three set of rules, i.e.
multiplication, summation and activation as
explained by Krenker et al. (2011).
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Figure 1 ANN structure.

Figure 2 Random forest architecture.

Random Forest
Random forest is one of the supervised
machine learning algorithms which uses
ensemble learning to perform either classi
fication or regression tasks. They are built
on the concept of decision trees algorithm
(Fig. 2; Singh et al. 2017). Decision trees are
machine learning algorithms where the data
are repeatedly split according to a certain
parameter. The tree consists of a decision
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node where the data are split and the leaves
where the final outcomes and decisions are
made. Random forest regressor, which is
investigated in this study, builds a “forest”,
which is an ensemble of decision trees
trained using the “bagging” method. Bagging
enables random forest to make decision trees
run independently and ultimately sums up
the outputs to give the final output without
preferring one model over the other.
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Conclusions
Machine learning modelling goal is to
make a machine understand the developed
algorithms so it can work as an autonomous
system without an expert’s intervention.
Random forest and ANN are effective in
finding the correlation between the input and
output variables, the strength of predictions
and for forecasting an effect and trend. They
perform well on large data sets, are accurate
and show less overfitting compared to other
AI methods.
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